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Comments for Public Posting:  Since before the March 3 presidential primary election experience,

local technical and election experts and activists have worked to
advocate for, and to bring, the County's long-planned, deeply
flawed VSAP system up to compliance standards dictated by
California Voting Systems Standards and fundamentally secure
election process standards. To date, we have failed. Without
getting into the weeds of election technology, security and trust in
elections issues - local, national and international, suffice it to say
that we are seeing in VSAP a reprise of the general types of
failures that caused Secretary of State Debra Bowen to decertify
California election systems in 2007. Following the L.A. County
Board of Supervisors March 10 meeting, I was among a group of
activists who met with representatives of County Supervisors
Kuehl and Barger. Within days of that meeting, the pandemic
locked down our city. Since that time, the Los Angeles County
Voters Action Coalition - comprised of professionals in the areas
of information technology, military and space technology project
management and legislative advocacy - formed to exercise
constituent oversight over the election repair and optimization
process. We have met several times with Registrar-Recorder
Logan, as well as staff of Supervisors and Supervisor Hahn, who
had framed the discussion at the March Board meeting. We
continue outreach to current Secretary of State Alex Padilla in
efforts to design certification of VSAP 2.1 so that California's new
voting system template ultimately exemplifies a model other
states can apply. Attached herewith is a cv for our founding
members (we have slightly expanded) and our May 15 VSAP
assessment, which we have reviewed on upon which we have built
in subsequent discussions with our County associates. 
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From: Los   Angeles   County   Voters   Action   Coalition  
To:  Los   Angeles   County   Board   of   Supervisors  
Cc:  Dean   Logan,   LA   County   Registrar-Recorder/County   Clerk  

Alex   Padilla,   California   Secretary   of   State  
 
The   March   3rd   primary   election   revealed   a   number   of   weaknesses   in   the   Registrar-Recorder/County  
Clerk   Office’s   (RR/CC)   first   use   of   the   new   VSAP   system   at   scale,   resulting   in   a   directive   from   the   County  
BOS   to   identify   root   causes   and   remedies   for   those   problems.   At   the   same   time,   Los   Angeles   County   and  
the   rest   of   the   country   were   grappling   with   the   reality   of   the   COVID-19   pandemic   and   the   necessity   to   use  
physical   distancing   between   people   to   contain   the   spread   of   this   deadly   disease.   

Our   concerns   for   a   recurrence   of   similar   problems   in   the   upcoming   November   election   led   us   to   work   with  
the   County   Board   of   Supervisors   and   other   election   stakeholders.   As   constituents   and   advocates   for   the  
electoral   process   itself   (and   for   voters’   access   to   it),   we   have   presented   our   concerns   to   the   Board   in  
meetings   and   letters,   along   with   our   analysis   of   root   causes   and   suggestions   for   remedies.   We   thank   the  
Board,   their   staff,   and   the   County   CIO   for   their   willingness   to   engage   in   frank   discussions   with   us,   and   for  
requesting   our   feedback.  

Based   on   those   discussions,   we   were   asked   to   review   the   RR/CC’s   VSAP   Board   Report   and   Vote   By   Mail  
Implementation   Plan .   This   letter   summarizes   our   Findings   and   Recommendations   in   response   to   those  1

two   plans.   We   submit   them   with   a   full   understanding   of   the   stresses   that   the   current   pandemic   places   on  
all   of   our   public   systems   and   their   financing,   on   the   people   working   for   the   Board   and   the   RR/CC’s   office,  
as   well   as   the   voting   citizens   of   this   county.   Our   goal   is   to   identify   issues   and   problems   so   they   can   be  
resolved   in   favor   of   an   efficient,   safe,   and   inclusive   November   election   for   LA   County   voters.  

We   also   recognize   that   the   Governor’s   Executive   Order   to   have   Statewide   Vote   By   Mail   significantly   alters  
the   onsite   voting   landscape.   Some   of   these   issues   seen   on   March   3   will   now   be   greatly   mitigated   by  
lessons   learned,   because   there   will   be   far   fewer   people   showing   up   at   the   Vote   Centers   (as   indicated   by  
the   CA-25   special   election   this   week),   and   by   the   decision   to   professionalize   staff.   Others   will   remain,   and  
it   is   to   these   remaining   issues   we   have   focused   our   attention.  

Executive   Summary  

The   report   lists   ten   Findings   and   seven   Remedies,   focused   on   the   November   election.   Remedies   are  
intended   to   be   implementable   within   the   restrictions   of   schedule   and   budget   that   prevail   during   this  
pandemic.   They   focus   on   (1)   leveraging   experience   from   all   VBM   locales,   (2)   prioritizing   work,   (3)  
improved   communication   to   voters   and   (4)   public   safety.   We   remain   concerned   that   the   RR/CC’s   Office  
continues   to   display   “an   underemphasis   on   contingency   planning ”   and   that   contract   management   and  2

oversight   of   vendors   has   been   a   persistent   weakness.   Over   the   long   run,   these   issues   must   be   addressed  
as   well.  

Findings  

We   have   reviewed   the   VSAP   Board   Report   of   4/27/20,   considering   both   its   content,   published   reports   of  
issues   with   the   election,   and   our   own   interviews   of   voters   and   poll   workers.   Major   Findings   are   items   we  

1   https://lavote.net/docs/rrcc/board-correspondence/VSAP-Board-Report.pdf  
https://lavote.net/docs/rrcc/board-correspondence/VSAP-VBM-Implementation-Report.pdf  
 
2  Pandemic-Proofing   LA   County’s   November   Election,   letter   to   the   Board   of   Supervisors   from   LACVAC,  
dated   04/27/2020  
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believe   to   be   critical   to   address   in   advance   of   the   November   election.   Other   Findings   are   those   items   that  
primarily   affect   in-person   voting,   which   is   likely   to   be   lessened   by   the   public’s   health   concerns   and   to   the  
extent   the   County   conducts   a   successful   Vote   by   Mail   communication   campaign.  

Major   Findings  

1. EMS   /   DIMSNet   represents   a   significant   risk   to   a   successful   November   election .   The  
Election   Management   System   used   by   the   RR/CC   (DIMSnet)   is   described   in   the   report   as   “aging”  
and   is   a   source   of   significant   risk   for   the   November   election.   Problems   with   synching   with   the  
SecState’s   voter   database,   inability   to   handle   the   CD25   special   election,   and   the   need   for   ad   hoc  
scripts   are   indicative   of   a   fragile   system   that   may   cause   new   problems   under   the   stresses   of  
November’s   election.   We   further   note   that   storage   of   voter   records   in   the   cloud   (p.   65,   VSAP  
Report)   is   a   cybersecurity   risk   and   requires   specialized   attention   to   mitigate.  

2. There   was   weakness   in   management   of   prime-   and   subcontractors,   particularly   in   the  
areas   of   support   services   and   training.    Training   on   the   use   of   new   IT   systems   was   relegated   to  
non-technical   subcontractors   instead   of   being   part   of   the   prime’s   responsibilities   in   procuring   and  
deploying   the   system.   Bringing   in   a   third   party   to   develop   training   materials   risks   loss   of  
knowledge   obtained   by   the   prime   during   development;   the   multiple   issues   with   training  
documented   in   the   VSAP   Report   and   in   our   interviews   resulted   in   part   from   this   practice.  

3. Lack   of   testing   and/or   lack   of   attention   to   known   failures   was   a   contributing   factor   to  
problems   experienced   in   the   March   primary   election.    Problems   with   jams   in   the   new   BMD  
printers   was   a   known   issue   as   of   November   of   last   year   and   was   experienced   during   the   mock  
election   and   in   subsequent   field   demonstrations,   but   was   not   taken   seriously.   Syncing   and   search  
issues   were   known   problems   with   KNOWiNK   Poll   Pads.   Testing   of   ePulse   and   PollPads   was   not  
sufficient,   and   no   stress-testing   appears   to   have   been   done.   Scripts   written   to   remedy   EMS  
deficiencies   were   not   adequately   tested.   We   note   that   lack   of   testing   of   a   new   file   format   was  
related   to   loss   of   over   118K   voter   entries   during   the   2018   primary   election .  3

4. The   issues   seen   with   Vote   Center   Setup   and   Deployment   (Board   Motion   Item   8)   are  
indicative   of   a   general   pattern   of   success-oriented   approach   to   planning.    We   applaud   the  
RR/CC’s   recognition   that   its   staffing,   experience,   and   resource   levels   were   insufficient   to   the   task,  
but   that   recognition   begs   the   question   of   why   this   wasn’t   foreseen   or   at   least   considered   as   a   risk,  
and   targeted   for   mitigation   or   contingency   planning.  

5. Basic   management   functions   of   recruiting,   onboarding,   and   training   of   election   workers  
and   volunteers   appear   to   have   been   underemphasized.    Training   and   staffing   deficiencies   are  
repeatedly   called   out   (Items   2,   3,   7,   and   8,   in   particular)   within   the   report.   The   time   between  
approval   of   master   agreements   for   VSAP   by   the   Board   and   the   first   VSAP   election   in   November  
was   only   eight   weeks.   Hiring   problems   recurred   for   the   March   election.   Further,   while   the   VBM  
Implementation   Plan   calls   out   specific   deadlines   for   hiring,   it   identifies   no   causes   for   previous  
hiring   deficiencies   and   provides   no   corrective   measures.   Training   of   poll   workers   for   March   was  
apparently   rushed,   based   on   first-hand   accounts,   and   training   materials   were   changed   after  

3 
https://abc7.com/politics/review-software-issues-caused-name-omissions-from-la-county-polling-rosters/3 
862696/    "What   the   report   told   us   was   that   it   was   a   software   glitch,"   L.A.   County   Supervisor   Janice   Hahn  
said.   "It's   going   to   be   updating   our   software   and   possibly   giving   the   staff   better   training   so   they   can  
recognize   if   something   like   this   ever   happens   again."  
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training   sessions   had   been   completed.   The   addition   of   training   materials   to   ePoll   books   is   a   good  
step,   but   more   is   needed.  

6. Plans   to   engage   with   and   inform   the   public   about   the   November   election   are   not  
sufficiently   developed.    As   described   in   the   VBM   Implementation   plan,   public   outreach   seems   to  
consist   primarily   of   direct   mail   and   reliance   on   directing   people   to   the   RR/CC’s   website.   Given   the  
economic   and   public   health   disruption   of   the   pandemic,   we   can   expect   the   electorate   to   be   even  
more   mobile   than   before   and   to   have   other   things   on   their   mind   than   the   upcoming   election.  
Better,   more   comprehensive   strategies   are   needed.  

7. There   is   insufficient   consideration   of   public   safety   outlined   in   both   the   VSAP   Report   and  
the   VBM   Implementation   Plan.    Resolution   of   Item   8   in   the   VSAP   Report   does   not   address  
public   safety   needs   in   the   age   of   COVID-19,   nor   are   such   provisions   evident   elsewhere   in   the  
Report.   The   Implementation   Plan   does   acknowledge   that   more   space   may   be   required   for   ballot  
processing   during   the   pandemic,   but   mentions   nothing   about   how   precautions   will   be   taken   or  
how   workers   will   be   both   trained   and   protected.   

Other   Findings  

1. There   is   significant   weakness   in   RR/CC’s   procurements   of   IT   systems   and   their  
maintenance.    Enhancements   to   IT   systems   are   called   out   as   remedies   in   at   least   seven   different  
places   in   the   VSAP   Board   Report.   They   include   fixes   or   enhancements   to   the   ePulse,   PollPad,  
PollChief,   and   EMS   systems,   as   well   as   development   and   customization   of   new   applications  
and/or   websites,   and   automation   of   QC/QA   functions.   While   flaws   are   inevitable   in   new   systems,  
the   number   and   scope   of   these   necessary   remedies   suggests   underlying   issues   with   developing,  
procuring,   integrating   and   implementing   VSAP.   Moreover,   not   all   system   components   are   new.  
Introduction   of   new   IT   solutions   is   always   accompanied   by   risks   to   overall   system   integrity   and  
functionality;   managing   and   mitigating   those   risks   through   robust   planning   and   testing   is   a  
standard   industry   practice   for   any   system   upgrade.  

2. Many   of   the   proposed   resolutions   in   the   VSAP   Report   should   have   been   captured   in   VSAP  
design   either   as   requirements   and   as   part   of   the   problem   definition   for   vendors,   or   caught  
in   testing,   prior   to   usage   in   an   election.    The   problems   seen   in   first   use   of   the   VSAP   system   at  
scale   are   well-understood   risks   in   large-scale   system   launches.   They   are   most   easily   and  
cost-effectively   addressed   by   a   robust   requirements   definition   process,   and   somewhat   less  
effectively   discovered   and   fixed   in   testing.   That   these   design   escapes   persisted   to   usage   in   a  
large-scale   election   is   a   combined   management   and   engineering   deficiency.   

3. We   are   concerned   that   the   March   3   election   may   have   been   considered   a   “test”   of   VSAP  
rather   than   a   mission-critical   activity .     In   the   course   of   our   various   discussions   with  
stakeholders,   we   heard   the   March   3   primary   described   as   a   “test”   or   a   “tune-up”   for   the  
November   Presidential   election.   When   coupled   with   the   fact   that   many   known   or   foreseeable  
issues   were   left   unresolved   after   the   initial   roll-out   of   VSAP   and   mock   elections   in   the   fall,   there   is  
an   appearance   that   March   3   was   regarded   as   a   practice   run.   

We   note   that   the   VSAP   Report   and   VBM   Implementation   Plan   represent   a   significant   effort   by   the  
RR/CC’s   Office   and   are   a   blueprint   for   fixing   many   of   the   issues   seen   in   the   March   primary   election.   Our  
findings   indicate   that   there   is   more   to   be   done   if   the   November   general   election   is   to   be   successful   for   the  
voters   of   LA   County.   In   that   spirit,   we   strongly   urge   the   Board   of   Supervisor   and   the   County  
Registrar/Recorder’s   Office   to   implement   the   following   remedies.   
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Remedies  

1. We   agree   with   according   top   priority   to   Vote   by   Mail   and   working   to   ensure   its   successful  
adoption.   We   strongly   urge   the   RR/CC   to   leverage   the   knowledge   and   experience   available   from  
counties   and   states   with   successful   VBM   implementations,   including   Orange   and   Marin   Counties  
in   CA,   and   state   and   local   officials   in   vote-by-mail   states   such   as   Oregon   and   Colorado.   

2. Limitations   on   schedule   and   budget   necessitate   triage..   Carefully   consider   which   of   the   remedies  
described   in   the   VSAP   Report   will   have   the   most   impact   on   the   upcoming   election.   Identify   any  
that   could   be   deferred,   particularly   those   requiring   IT   system   modifications.   

3. Outreach   to   voters   and   educating   them   about   the   Vote   by   Mail   needs   full   attention,   with   focus   on  
getting   the   word   out   through   all   the   diverse   channels   that   exist,   including   social   media,   broadcast  
and   streaming   media,   and   community   organizations.   We   recommend   that   a   suitable   media  
company   be   employed   for   this   task,   given   the   communication   issues   with   polling   locations   that  
arose   and   low   participation   rates   in   early   voting   during   the   March   primary.   

4. Messaging   needs   to   be   developed   that   emphasizes   how   Vote   By   Mail   helps   Californians   protect  
their   health   and   the   safety   of   their   fellow   citizens.   The   difficulty   of   ensuring   safe   in-person   voting  
in   the   COVID-19   era   means   that   VBM   is   the   safest   option.   

5. We   strongly   urge   consultation   with   the   LA   County   or   CA   Dept.   of   Public   Health   in   order   to   provide  
the   RR/CC   with   expert   advice   on   protecting   public   health   and   safety   in   and   around   polling   and  
ballot   counting   spaces   throughout   the   election   period   in   November,   including   robust   training   for  
both   poll   workers   and   ballot   counters.   

6. All   election   workers   should   be   paid   commensurate   with   risk,   and   offered   access   to   testing   before,  
during,   and   for   a   minimum   of   one   month   after   the   election   (at   the   very   least).   

7. Uses   of   the   KNOWiNK   Poll   Pad   must   be   stringently   load-tested   to   assure   that   there   is   absolutely  
no   repeat   of   software   or   other   malfunctions   that   have   been   observed   previously.  

Final   Notes  

The   problems   observed   in   the   March   3rd   primary   did   not   arise   suddenly,   but   are   the   result   of   long-term,  
deeply   rooted   issues   with   management   of   LA   County   elections.   In   considering   the   November   General  
Election,   our   findings   and   remedies   have   been   focused   on   the   issues   most   relevant   to   and   resolvable  
within   that   six-month   time   frame.   It   remains   our   intention   to   continue   discussion   with   the   Board   of  
Supervisors   and   to   continue   to   advocate   for   positive   resolutions   to   those   more   deeply   rooted   issues   in  
future   discussions.   

Thank   you   for   your   service,   and   for   your   attention   to   these   matters.  

Los   Angeles   County   Voter’s   Action   Coalition:  

Duane   Bindschadler Carolyn   Chriss  
Les   Hartzman Connie   Koehler  
Janeen   Pedersen Jed   Pauker  
Jennifer   Tanner  

Represen�ng   LA   COUNTY   GRASSROOTS   GROUPS  
 

East   Valley   Indivisibles Stand   Strong   LA   Indivisible  
The   Resistance/Northridge   Indivisible Indivisible   Beach   Ci�es  
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Indivisible   South   Bay   LA Indivisible   CA-33  
Indivisible   CA-37 LA   Resisters  
Feminists   in   Ac�on Venice   Resistance  
Women’s   Alliance   Los   Angeles Rooted   in   Resistance  
Indivisible   Media   City   Burbank  
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